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BAUCUS
MANSFIELD-METCALF DINNER -- Feb. 1984 _.- --
HERE IS A POEM TO TERRY DOLAN,
WHOSE EGO HAS GOTTEN A LITTLE BIT SWOLLEN
HE IS THE FELLOW WHO USED THE "BIG LIE"
TO UNSEAT MCGOVERN, CULVER AND BAYH-.
DOLAN AND THE OTHER RIGHT-WING GROUPS
SEE THE AMERICAN PUBLIC A S DUPES.
HE CLAIMS HE CAN ELECT A ! ICKEY MOUSE
AND IN FACT HAS SENT SEVERAL TO .THE HOUSE-
HE AND HIS GANG OF RIGHT-WING BRATS
SPECIALIZE IN SLANDERING DEMOCRATS-
IN '82 THEY CAME HERE TO BIG-SKY
'CAUSE THEY COULD GET AN INEXEPENSIVE MEDIA BUY.
BUT THEY DIDN'T KNOW WHO THEY WERE TAKING ON,
THEY'D NEVER TUSSLED WITH THE LIKES OF OUR OLD DOC JOHN-
IT JUST GOES TO SHOW THAT 300 THOU,
DOESN'T HOLD A CANDLE TO A TALKING COW.
JOHN HUNG LARRY WILLIAMS BY HIS BEADS,
AND BROUGHT TERRY DOLAN TO HIS. KNEES-
WE MONTANA DEMOCRATS WERE STANDING TALL,
WE THOUGHT WE'D BEAT NCPAC ONCE AND FOR ALL.
WELL, WE'VE.NOT HEARD THE LAST OF TERRY AND NCPAC,
THIS WEEK WE GOT ANOTHER EARFUL FROM THAT RIGHT-WING HACK.
HE SAYS MONTANA IS ON HIS LIST BUT IT'S NOT AT THE TOP,
WHICH MEANS ITS ONLY 200 THOU THAT HE'LL BE WILLING TO DRO'P.
IHE LESSON WE TAUGHT DOLAN IN '82
HE SHOULD HAVE TAKEN TO HEART.
IT MAY BE THAT HE'S STUBBORN,
OR PERHAPS HE'S NOT TOO SMART-
HE'S COMING BACK HERE IN '84
TO DO SOME MORE NCPACING
AND BOY WILL WE BE READY
TO GIVE HIM HIS FINAL SHELLACKING-
